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Thank you for your letter of 22 September 2015 reg..,rding the proposal from Scottish Power
Energy Networks (SPEN) for the Dumfries and Galloway Strategic Reinforcement (DGSR)
and the Stakeholder Liaison Group chaired by the Scottish Government.
The Stakeholder Liaison Group (SLG) was set up to provide a forum for considering the
planning, environmental, cultural and natural heritage issues that will arise from the
proposed Dumfries and Galloway Strategic Reinforcement.
Once SPEN has completed its application and Environmental Statement, decisions on these
matters would ultimately be a matter for Ministers if overhead lines are included. The SLG's
activities will be to ensure that there will be an open and constructive approach to identifying,
reporting and considering issues that will have an impact on that decision. The group will
provide a forum for addressing cross-cutting issues and in developing good information flows
that will contribute to the prevention or minimisation of delays in considering issues.
SPEN are at the very early stage of the DGSR project and the group's activities have been
limited, however, it is anticipated that as the project progresses other stakeholders including
community councils will be invited to join.
.
You have stated that Community Councils are Statutory Consultees which is correct for
Town and Country Planning applications. Any application for an overhead line for the DGSR
that may be forthcoming will be made under Section 37 of the Electricity Act 1989 and
subject to Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations.
Scottish Statutory Instrument 2008 NO.246 defines the statutory
Electricity Works (EIA) Scotland Amendment Regulations 2008.
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I also note that you have highlighted the concerns of a resident who had received a letter
from one of my officials that you suggest indicated that an overhead line was a foregone
conclusion.
While officials may have indicated that "SPEN will undertake a further two stages of
consultation and do not expect to make an application to Scottish Ministers for the erection
of overhead lines until 2019," this is SPEN's position and does not exclude the possibility
that their proposed
reinforcement would also include other technologies such as
undergrounding where appropriate.
I have attached the minutes of the 3 stakeholder liaison group meetings as requested, and I
hope this reply is helpful.
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Name
Cathy Cacace (CC) - Scottish Government
Adrian Browne (AB - South A rshire
Stuart Graham (SG) - SNH
John Malcolm (JM) - Historic Scotland
David Suttie (OS) - Dumfries & Galloway
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-------

David McNay (OM) - SEPA
Neil Carruthers NC) - SPEN
Colin Taylor (CT) - SPEN
Ross Baxter (RB) - SPEN
Stephen Jack (SJ) - SPEN

Diyar Kadar (OK) - SPEN
Colin Brown (CB) - SPEN
Cathie Hill (CH) - SPEN
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Name
Cathy Cacace (SGECU)
Adrian Browne (SAC)
Stuart Graham (SNH)
John Malcolm (HS)
David Suttie (DGC)
David McNay (SEPA)

Neil Carruthers (SPEN)
Colin Taylor (SPEN)
Ross Baxter (SPEN)
Stephen Jack (SPEN)
Diyar Kadar (SPEN)
Colin Brown (SPEN)

Cathie Hill (SPEN)
June Dawson (SEPA)
Adele Shaw (HS)
Robin Campbell (HS)

ALL

ALL

Complete
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be subject to a separate consents process which would include a
range of other stakeholders. RB explained that arrangements for
working south of the border had not yet been confirmed and early
discussion with National Grid was underway. It was too early to state
which of the companies would undertake this work however SPT
recognised that communication and working together was a critical
element in the development of the proposal. SPT will keep the group
informed of developments in relation to this item. DS highlighted that
DGC have good contacts and relationships with neighbouring local
authorities south of the border that could be used as the project
develo s. SPT welcomed this offer.
Discussion of Other Matters
General discussion around format of environmental statement and
Section 37 applications. RB explained that there is no fixed approach
to how this would be set out and the approach would be set out as
the project design develops. SPT will keep the Forum informed of
develo ments in relation to this item.
SPT set out emerging thoughts on how and when to engage with
relevant stakeholders and interested parties as the project develops
through the routeing and environmental assessment stages. SPT
noted that DS had previously suggested a presentation to DGC
elected members on the project. DS reaffirmed this and suggested
the timing of approach could be aligned prior to the initial public
consultation and again prior to Section 37 submission. SPT noted
this and will keep the Forum informed on developments in relation to
this item.
General discussion around types of mitigation that will be considered
as part of the scheme and the importance of providing the relevant
facts in relation to each. The group would provide an excellent
opportunity for SPT to provide information/discussion around such
miti ation measures.
SPT highlighted that the frequency of the Forum's meetings would be
determined by the stage of the project and issues to be discussed at
that time. This being the case it is expected that frequency will vary
from monthl to bimonthl meetin s.
CC confirmed that the SGECU would appoint a minute taker for the
next Forum meetin
AOB
SJ to or anise next meetin in Q2/Q3 2014
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Name
Cathy Cacace (CC) - Scottish Government
Frances Pacitti (FP) - Scottish
Government
Stuart Graham(SG) - SNH
John Malcolm (JM) - HistoricScotland
David Suttie (DS) - Dumfries & Galloway
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Ian Steele (IS) - SPEN
Marc Van Grieken (MVG) - MVGlA
----
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Name
Cathy Cacace (SGECU)
Robert Duncan(DGC)
John Malcolm (HS)
lorna Maclean (SEPA)
Chris Hardman(CC)
Phillip Carter (EA)
Colin Brown(SPEN)
Diyar Kadar (SPEN)
Marc Van Grieken(MVGlA)

David McNay(DM) - SEPA
Ruth Cameron(RC) - Historic
Scotland
lorna Maclean (lM) - SEPA
Ross Baxter (RB) - SPEN
Stephen Jack (SJ) - SPEN
Joanna Wright (JW) - lUC
Ross Hayman(RH) - Copper
---

Diyar Kadar (DK) - SPEN
Colin Brown (CB) - SPEN
Cathie Hill (CH) - SPEN
Guy Kenyon (GK) - Cumbria CC
Phillip Cartrer (PC) - Environment
A enc
James Baird (JB) - lUC

-

Frances Pacitti (SGECU)
John Esslemont(SAC)
Ruth Cameron (HS)
Guy Kenyon (CCC)
Hannah Booth(EN)
Stephen Jack (SPEN)
lain Steele (SPEN)
JoannaWriqht (lUC)
Ross Hayman(Copper)

David Suttie (DGC)
Stuart Graham (SNH)
David McNay (SEPA)
Graham Hale (CCG)
Andrew Davison (EH)
Ross Baxter (SPEN)
Cathie Hill (SPEN)
James Baird (lUG)
Kate Wigley (lUC)

Introduction b Chairl Terms of Reference/Membershi
CC confirmed that The Scottish Government Energy Consents Unit
SGECU will act as Chair for the Stakeholder Grou
oin forward.
CC stressed that the role of the Group is not to gain support for every
issue to be discussed as a means to an eventual "rubber stamp" for
the project but rather a platform to foster an open and constructive
approach to identifying, reporting and considering issues that will
have an im act on that decision.
SJ highlighted that the frequency of the Group's meetings would be
determined by the stage of the project and issues to be discussed at
that time. This being the case it is expected that frequency will vary
from monthl to bimonthl or uarterl meetin s.
The terms of reference were acce ted b all
SJ raised the point that, whilst the Group will discuss high level
issues, there will remain a requirement to hold separate
meetings/workshops regarding specific technical matters outside of
this.
OM raised point regarding membership of the Group for other
stakeholders such as Forestry Commission Scotland. It was
confirmed that other members would be considered throughout the
lifetime of the project and invited to attend where required however
this would be limited to those stakeholders who have a decision
makin role.
RB asked the Group whether they felt they would benefit from a
wider share point site, as opposed to a group email, meaning that all
members would receive detail on matters which did not concern
them. Members seemed rece tive to this idea and re uested that
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SPEN put such a system in place for future correspondence. SJ to
investi ate this and re ort back at next Grou meetin
The Project
GK asked for clarification on the meaning of "supergrid"
infrastructure. OK confirmed that the term is used in reference to
infrastructure operating at 275kV and 400kV. SPEN will ensure that
this is made clear in future resentations, consultation materials etc
The En ineerin Solution
HB asked if SPEN had undertaken, or intend to undertake, public
consultation on the alternative engineering options presented. SJ
confirmed that neither system optioneering nor onshore engineering
options had been consulted on. Whilst it is not intended to consult
publically on these options, SPEN need to ensure that the decision
making process leading to the establishment of an onshore
(overhead option) is articulated in a clear and concise manner
throu h the consultation rocess.
SG asked whether the additional network capacity created by the
proposal would be sufficient to accommodate all future demand in the
area. OK explained that, whilst it is difficult to predict what generation
levels in the area will be like in the long term, significant work has
been and will be carried out to model future generation scenarios and
consult with existing and future system users in order to inform both
the system optioneering and onshore engineering options. OK stated
that the proposed engineering solution has been developed to enable
both the scaling up and scaling down of investment to align with the
eneration sensitivit anal sis.
Broad Corridor Routein Methodolo
HB asked if the existing Tongland to Dumfries 132kV overhead line
was visible from the Solway Firth. MVG replied that parts of the line
mi ht be visible
OM asked if forestry management plans had been taken into
consideration when identifying and appraising corridor options. SJ
noted that this would be considered at the detailed routeing stage but
had not influenced broad corridor 0 tions.
SJ intimated that SPEN/LUC are keen to obtain feedback on the
adopted corridor routeing methodology from Group members. Paper
copies of the corridor routeing methodology were made available for
all members to take away at the end of the meeting. Several group
members also requested an electronic version of the methodology.
PDF copies of the methodology will be circulated with the meeting
minutes.
SJ noted potential interaction with National Grid's (NGET) North
West Coast Connection (NWCC) project at Harker. SJ confirmed that
SPEN have an interface with NGET and will work with them
throughout the development of the project to ensure such things as
cumulative effects of wirescape, and phase construction activity with
NGET are coordinated to minimise im acts.
SJ intimated that SPEN would like any comments on the routeing
methodolo
b Frida 1ih
ril.
Stakeholder En a ernent
OS raised the point that the project was likely to receive significant
levels of opposition from people/groups that are not directly affected
by the project given one of the drivers is to provide additional
ca acit for onshore renewables.
SJ intimated that SPEN would like any comments on the proposed
method of stakeholder en a ement b Frida 10lh A ril.
Pro"ect Pro rarnrne
HB noted that the proposed public consultation on the broad corridor
o tions ma overla with the lanned NWCC and Moorside
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consultations.
SJ intimated that the overall project programme, beyond planned
submission of scoping request in June 2016, was under review and
made the commitment to keep the Group updated on this over the
com in months.
Date for Next Meetin
Proposed next meetin date is Wednesday 29 April 2015
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Name
Cathy Cacace (CC) - Scottish Government
Nikki Anderson (NA) - Scottish
Government
Stuart Graham (SG) - SNH
John Malcolm (JM) - Historic Scotland
David Suttie (DS) - Dumfries & Galloway
Ian Steele (IS) - SPEN
Marc Van Grieken (MVG) - MVGlA

Kath n Heslop (KH) - Copper
Ruth Cameron (RC) - Historic
Scotland
John Esslemont (SAC)
Ross Baxter (RB) - SPEN
Stephen Jack (SJ) - SPEN
Kate Wigley (lUC)
Polly Rourke (PR) - Copper

Diyar Kadar (DK) - SPEN
Colin Brown (CB) - SPEN
Cathie Hill (CH) - SPEN
Guy Kenyon (GK) - Cumbria CC

Name
Cathy Cacace (SGECU)
Robert Duncan (DGC)
John Malcolm (HS)
lorna Maclean (SEPA)
Chris Hardman (CC)
Phillip Carter (EA)
Colin Brown (SPEN)
Diyar Kadar (SPEN)
Marc Van Grieken (MVGlA)

Frances Pacitti (SGECU)
John Esslemont (SAC)
Ruth Cameron (HS)
Guy Kenyon (CCC)
Hannah Booth (EN)
Stephen Jack (SPEN)
lain Steele (SPEN)
Joanna Wright (lUG)
Ross Hayman (Copper)

David Suttie (DGC)
Stuart Graham (SNH)
David McNay (SEPA)
Graham Hale (CCG)
Andrew Davison (EH)
Ross Baxter (SPEN)
Cathie Hill (SPEN)
James Baird (lUC)
Kate Wigley (lUC)

Before the meeting, CC explained that the Scottish Government
(SG) were undergoing a review of the consenting process,
although this didn't include notable changes to the transmission
side of the process. Aim to introduce target process agreements
to keep projects moving along within timescales. CC introduced
NA as the senior case officer moving forward for the lifetime of the
DGSR ro"ect.
Note of Attendance and Introductions
Minutes from the previous meeting were agreed" There was a
short discussion about the proposed secure interactive sharepoint
site being created for SLG members as part of the DGSR website.
SJ explained the website would go live in May with separate logins for each SLG organisation these would be issued in due
course.
Routin Methodolo
Feedback
SJ explained the routeing methodology had been circulated and
comments had been received. These are dealt with under item 4.
Emer in Corridors and Substation Sitin Areas
KW gave a presentation on the routeing methodology. She
thanked group members for feedback. Some people requested
clarification on certain issues within their remit. Examples were
given in the slide presentation. Thanks to the localised guidance
received, all issues raised and clarification needed has been
covered in the new document.
MvG and KW gave a presentation explaining each stage of the
routeing process so far and why each preferred corridor section
and substation siting area was chosen. They gave details of the
environmental appraisal that had been completed on each section
of the route to arrive at the preferred corridor and substation siting
areas.
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OS asked how much wriggle room there was on the preferred
corridor.
SJ explained that they were not fixed and would be consulting on
all corridor options. Responses received from stakeholders and
the public during consultation will be used to review the corridor
selection before finalising and confirming the proposed corridor
and siting options later this year.
MvG clarified that consultation was on corridors only and not
routes for overhead lines.
OS asked why at certain points the corridor was narrow.
MvG explained that 'pinch points', based on technical and
topographical issues, had been identified on certain routes. As an
example,
the corridor between Newton Stewart and Glenlee
narrows to 1km at one oint due to stee sided, narrow valle s.
NA asked how wide the corridor was at the pinch point. MvG said
the corridor ran ed from 1km at its narrowest to u to 9km.
OS explained that an application for a wind farm near Loch Ken
(on the corridor between Glenlee and TonglandLhad recently
been recommended for approval but had been deferred to allow
planning committee members to visit the site.
KW said the existing 132kV line crosses Loch Ken. The team had
considered following the same route with the new line but
preferred the alternative option to allow the opportunity of freeing
up sensitive areas. Cumulative impacts will also be considered at
the detailed routeing stage and as part of the final environmental
assessment.
OS said the wide corridor near Kirkcudbright was a distinct
landscape including drumlin hills which is a challenging area to
site turbines. OS stated that this is an area the council generally
advises developers to avoid. MVG acknowledged this and
explained that these issues will be taken into account during the
detailed routeing phase.
OS questioned the reasoning for a longer route into Harker.
KW explained they originally had four proposed corridors in the
areas but the configuration of a number of constraints such a
historic battlefield and a former MoD site, now earmarked for
commercial development meant the longer route was a preferred
option. It also avoided the existing 400kV Scotland to England
interconnector and the Solway Firth Special Protection Area
SPA.
OS asked whether undergrounding had been considered.
SJ
said economic, technical and environmental
factors,
specifically statutory duties and licence obligations, will support an
overhead line approach in most cases. However, through the
detailed route appraisal process, areas might be identified through
which no overhead line route can be found due to either
landscape, environmental or technical factors or a combination of
these. In such instances this would trigger a further review of the
overall routeing objective which may give rise to consideration of
undergrounding certain sections of the route.

SPEN is hoping to publish its policy approach to routeing
transmission
infrastructure which covers technologies
like
undergrounding, before the consultation.
Members felt this was a good idea.
OS advised this would be a reoccurrin
uestion from the ublic.
JE asked about the need case for the project.
SJ ex lained the three main drivers behind the need case and

said they would be detailed in the need case document which was
bein
ublished as art of the consultation.
JE asked about the possibility of a subsea cable or if it had been
ruled out.
SJ explained that an HVDC subsea cable was looked at during
high level optioneering, but was discounted because it did not
address the onshore need to improve security of supply of the
existing 132kV network. The high level system options will be
discussed in more detail as part of the need case document to be
published for the consultation.
CC asked whether the enhancement of security of supply was
contained in the need case.
SJ confirmed that this would be included.
JE asked whether the project was fully-funded or whether it
depended on other factors.
.
CB explained that, as part of SPEN's approved transmission
investment plan (RIIOT-1), Ofgem recognised that there was a
need to do something in the area and had granted preconstruction funding to undertake system optioneering, routeing
and pre-construction works. However, final approval of the need
case, and awarding of funding, would be subject to approval from
Ofgem.
.
CC stated that SPEN must leam lessons from Beauly-Denny by
considering costs for committed mitigation (such as landscape
and visual) and building these into the need case submission for
Ofgem.
JE asked if the project was dependent on anything else for
funding to be granted.
CB said the need case had to demonstrate the most economically
viable and technically efficient option, whilst being mindful of
eo Ie and the environment but doin nothin was not an 0 tion.
Stakeholder En a ement Plan
PR gave a presentation detailing the phases of consultation,
identified the stakeholders that would be consulted and how this
would be achieved. The public exhibitions, proposed locations as
well as the materials used to engage with the public throughout
the consultation we ex lained to the rou .
CC asked how people would be able to see other corridors if they
are only presented with one option.
SJ said they would be in the Routeing Consultation Document
and also on large AD maps at the public exhibitions.
PR explained the newsletter would be used as a signpost to the
events where the routes would be explained in further detail.
SJ explained "story boards" would be at the exhibitions as an aid
to explain the route corridors.
RB reiterated that it's easier to explain to stakeholders the route
options and corridors face to face and the exhibitions provide the
o ortunit to do that, the newsletter is .ust an introduction.
NA commented that people will ask why certain route corridors
have not been considered.
SJ explained large maps would be available with all the route
options for people to comment on.
OS advised that an explanation of the reasons the preferred route
has emerged over others would be key during the consultation
hase.
CC asked about the methodology on avoiding land use
constraints and why existing wind farms, including those which
are in the planning process, had been avoided.
KW said i.twas not possible to route through a wind farm for
technical reasons. Committed develo ment for wind farms at the

application stage and beyond up to a cut off point of Oct 1 2014
were considered.
CC wondered whether people might query the sense of avoiding
wind farms which might later need to be connected, with the
construction of even more OHL.
SJ explained that this was dependent on commercial, economic
and environmental factors. SJ agreed that SPEN needs to be
clear about what windfarms area classed as "committed
development" for consideration at each stage of the routeing and
assessment processes.
JE asked for clarification on the route option between
Auchencrosh and Newton Stewart and whether it followed the
transport network in the area.
MvG said the corridor did for part of the section but splits away to
take account of to 0 ra hand landsca e issues.
OS asked if the existing converter station would be removed at
Auchencrosh.
OK confirmed it would sta .
OS asked what the rationale behind the Dumfries substation was.
MvG explained it was a preferred site as that's where the existing
line was and would connect.
OS commented that it was low lying ground so would be a good
site for the substation.
CC asked whether there would be any potential benefits from the
siting of the preferred corridor at a local/regional level.
KW advised that by building a new network within the preferred
corridor SPEN would be able to remove approximately 130km of
existin overhead line.
JE asked what the height of the towers would be.
SJ explained that the towers were likely to be of a design that
averages 46 metres in height.
JE asked if they would be comparable with the towers that follow
the M74 towards Glasgow.
CC asked if there would be fewer towers than there are currently.
RB stated that the typical design for 275/400kV towers meant
that, whilst taller than the existing 132kV towers, they have longer
span lengths so fewer towers are required than would be for a
comparable length of 132kV overhead line.
RB asked the group if they thought a site visit to an existing
overhead line of similar design and construction would be
beneficial. The rou a reed it would be.
SJ asked the group for feedback on the proposed venues for the
consultation exhibitions.
GK as.ked if there were any existing lines being removed in the
Dumfnes to Harker section.
OK confirr~ed there would be a 132Kv line being removed.
OS asked If the interconnector would stay.
KW res onded that it would.
OS questioned some of the proposed venues
p~ ~xplained that t~e venues had been selected as they fell
within the ro.~te corrrdor and minimised the travel time to venues
for communrtles that would be most affected.
OS stated that, whilst outside of the consultation zone, Lockerbie
~nd Annan .were local centres of the population on the Dumfries to
ark~r corrrdor. He questioned if it would be a better choice of
location rather than some of the smaller locations that had be
proposed.
en
GK aske~ if an event in Carlisle had been considered
SJ ex famed that Lon town had been selected as a ~onsultation
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event venue in order to cover communities in North Carlisle such
as Rockcliffe which are within the consultation zone.
RB added that SPEN don't want to miss anyone out and don't.
want to be perceived as leaving people out, that's not an objective
of the consultation.
OS asked if Planning offices and customer service centres would
get copies of all the consultation documents as it would be a good
idea if people are unable to attend the event.
RB added the documents would also be on the project website.
It was agreed that copies of the consultation documents would be
available to view from planning offices and customer service
centres alon the route.
CC asked if elected members would be briefed before the
consultation.
SJ confirmed there were already dates in the diary and more to
be added.
SJ summarised the main points of the meeting and the next
meeting was proposed for October/November before the
consultation feedback is published.
CC proposed that the next meeting be in a workshop forum to
review the feedback.
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